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ERICS - European Refugee Information 
and Communication Service
• T-Systems Multimedia Solutions
• Crowdee
• TU Berlin
• DFKI - German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence
• Aalto University

• EIT Digital Digital Cities
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Capiche

• First announced* at DMEXCO conference 13-14.9.2017
• Real-time translation service: German, English, Arabic, Persian 

in 2017, and many more languages in 2018
• Fake-news check and extremist filter
• Legal document check
• Requests for information about regional locations and public 

services that can be sent to the chatbot-system in a foreign 
language

• Crowdsourcing based MVP available, AI & Chatbot 2018
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* https://www.eitdigital.eu/newsroom/news/article/capiche-the-smart-assistant-for-refugees/



MVP System Overview
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AI and Crowd Integration
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Hutman, A. T., Nieminen, M. P., Barz, M, Sonntag, D. Computer Aided Crowd Translation with Intelligent Mobile Interfaces. 6pp.
Under review.



AI Functions

• Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
• https://github.com/tensorflow/nmt
• Training with open parallel corpora (OPUS),feedback from crowd

• Keyword/Glossary acquisition
• Context detection
• Machine translation drafts

• In the future: Adaptive crowd translation workflows
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https://github.com/tensorflow/nmt


Crowdsourcing 
Translation 
Workflows



Research on crowdsourcing translation

• Two approaches to get better results:
• Coordination (the workflow you “force” your users to take)
• Design for motivation (making tasks more interesting / fun so 

workers put in more effort)

• Today’s focus is on workflows, because there are translation-
specific implications.
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Crowdsourced translation workflows

Goal
• Design a workflow that makes it less likely for a bad 

translation to slip in

Challenges
• Not every crowd workers submits the correct result
• Translations are complex tasks, and currently very hard to 

automatically check for correctness
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Divide and Conquer
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• Most researchers approach the problem by breaking up large 
tasks (like translation) into smaller sub-tasks
 when a sub-task goes wrong, it is less expensive to redo

• Translation of texts can be broken up into sub-tasks:
Paragraphs, sentences or even separate words

• Results from sub-tasks have to be combined back into a 
single final result



Parallel translations with sequential 
validity checks
Two main sources for problems:
• Lazy workers, and 
• “Eager beavers” who do more work than needed, making 

things more complicated

• Find-fix-verify
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Bernstein, M. S., Little, G., Miller, R. C., Hartmann, B., Ackerman, M. S., Karger, D. R., Crowell, D., and Panovich, K. Soylent: a word processor 
with a crowd inside. Proceedings of the 23nd annual ACM symposium on User interface software and technology (2010), 313–322.



Find-fix-verify
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1. Find: Workers find problems (e.g. Errors in a translation)
2. Fix: Multiple workers propose a fix to solve the problem
3. Verify: The best fix is selected through some form of voting



Collaborative translation workflow
1. Translate single words within a sentence
 Small task, cheap and easy to correct mistakes

2. Use those words to generate multiple sentence translations
 Easier to do if you already know which words to use

3. Combine multiple options into a single sentence
 Reduces possible errors in the second phase

 Generates higher quality results than letting 5 people 
translate the same sentence and picking the best result

 And it is 20% cheaper
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Collaborative translation workflow
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Bonus: allows the use of monolingual speakers as well
Ambati, V., Vogel, S., and Carbonell, J. Collaborative workflow for crowdsourcing translation. Proceedings of the ACM 2012 conference on 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work - CSCW ’12 (2012), 1191.



Iterative translation workflow

• Supporting iteration (one task’s output is used as input for 
the next) means higher quality results

• We can design workflows for higher quality at relatively low 
cost

• But this will always be a balancing act
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Iterative workflow example
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A = Article, P = Paragraph, S = sentence
Minder, P., and Bernstein, A. How to translate a book within an hour: towards general purpose programmable human computers with 
CrowdLang. Proceedings of the 3rd Annual ACM Web Science Conference on - WebSci ’12 (2012), 209–212.



Another iterative strategy

• This solution was used to translate an entire book in an hour

• Significantly outperforms machine translation on both 
adequacy (how much of the original meaning is still in the 
translation) and especially fluency.
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Crowdsourced Translation Workflows 
takeaways
Two main patterns:
• Parallel tasks

• Multiple workers work on the same thing, results are later 
combined into one final result

• Iterative tasks
• Outcome of one task is input for the next

• These patterns prevent errors, lowers the cost (of errors), 
AI/MT can transform create tasks to validate tasks
 essential for high quality output
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ERICS MVP Demo



Translate
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Proofread
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Extensions
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• Draft
• Glossary
• Context



Thank you
mika.nieminen@aalto.fi
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